Nerac to host the next XcellR8 meeting September 10
XcellR8 welcomes Rajiv Pande, CEO of Smpl Bio
September 9, 2015, Tolland, CT. Nerac is pleased to announce the next XcellR8
meeting which will be held at 8am Thursday, September 10, 2015, at the Nerac
headquarters in Tolland , CT. The XcellR8 meetings have evolved into an interactive
forum for entrepreneurs to pitch ideas, concepts and challenges.
XcellR8 welcomes Rajiv Pande, CEO of Smpl Bio, one of the 2012 UCONN Innovation
Quest (iQ) award winners. Rajiv will share latest developments and progress in a
number of key areas.
Smpl Bio solves the "big data" problem created by researchers seeking solutions in
translational or “personalized medicine" research, enabling biologists and scientists to
easily and quickly generate the data analysis required on their high
throughput experiments. Smpl Bio's cloud based software platform performs this
analysis in real time, with increased accuracy of results. Rajiv will highlight results of the
"Alpha" release with a key corporate customer, as well as a number of individual
research university labs. This release is but the first of several "tools" being developed
which will transform genomics and proteomics research in a multi-faceted "omics"
ecosystem.
XcellR8, established as a networking cell in northeastern Connecticut, was one of four
originally created by members of the Connecticut Technology Council executive board,
including Nerac CEO, Kevin Bouley. Nerac generously makes space available to support
this community of entrepreneurs.
“The Tolland/Nerac cell is remarkably robust. It’s a marvel. We accomplish quite a bit
with zero resources, just the volunteer talent and the people who show up for the
meetings,” said Bouley. “The conversations, the network relationships and the overall
value conveyed to the start-up community is huge by any measure.”
XcellR8 is by entrepreneurs, for entrepreneurs and all about entrepreneurs. Contact
XcellR8 to learn more today!
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Nerac Inc. is a global research and advisory firm for companies developing innovative
products and technologies. Nerac provides expert insights that equip clients with the
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serves approximately 20,000 users worldwide and delivers over 75,000 research
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nutraceuticals, medical device, engineering, energy and advanced materials.
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